
American Arborvitae ‘Emerald Green’ 
aka ‘Smaragd’
Thuja occidentalis

10-18’ x 3-4’.  Compact upright narrow pyramidal spire form.  
A tight and dense habit extending all the way to the ground. 
Has a particularly fine texture.  Grows about 8-12” a year, 
then slows dramatically when it reaches about 15’.
The species is a CT native, which is the southern end of the east 
coast range.  Found in limestone-enriched soils of swamps, low 
woods, lake margins, cliffs.  Cool to cold, moist to wet climates. 

Bright shiny and soft emerald green foliage.  Tiny scale-like 
leaves densely overlap to form attractive fine-textured fan-like 
vertical sprays.
Foliage doesn’t discolor in winter: it stays shiny emerald green.
Releases a pleasing aroma when leaves are squeezed.

Full sun or partial shade, but less than 4 hours of direct sun 
results in lesser foliage density.
Prefers moist cool deep well-drained loamy soils.  Keep well 
watered, at ground level (soaker hose are good), during the 
first few seasons.  Water deeply in hot and dry weather.  
Mulch the root zone at 1-3”, (not touching the base).  Avoid 
exposed windy sites. 
Once established, extremely cold tolerant (to minus 40 de-
grees), and heat/humidity tolerant.  Not drought tolerant.
Tolerates shearing to maintain shape, before onset of new 
growth, but do not “top off”, since new foliage will not grow 
from old wood.  Keep trained to a single leader to avoid winter 
damage.  If heavy snow or deer damage are likely problems, 
consider burlap wrappings in the winter.  
(Wild trees counter this by forming dense spreading colonies of 
sweeping-down layering branches which then begin to establish 
their own apical dominance, growing vertically.  Over time center 
leaders in the colony become inaccesible)
Easy to grow, relatively low maintenance.  Emerald Green is a 
consistent performer in the landscape.

Use as specimen or accent, in hedges (place 18-24” apart), for 
screening (place 2-3’ apart), for lining paths or roadways.  Can 
also be used in foundations.  Ideal for tight areas.
For hedges: If you wish to even up the top, only trim back the 
new growth of the current season.
The wood is valuable:  lightweight, easily split, rot and insect 
resistant, and tolerant of contact with water and soil.  

Arborvitae provides nesting sites and cover for birds, including 
warblers, juncos, and thrushes) and small animals.  The flower 
buds, seeds and foliage are a food sources for wildlife.
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